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APPENDIX 7.3 (PART D)

1.1

Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

1.1.1

Note: For each viewpoint assessment, the significance of the visual effect of the Proposed Development has been
assessed, assuming pole positions lie along the centreline of the Limits of Deviation. The assessor has also considered a
worst case scenario, whereby the pole positions would move to the outer limits of the Limits of Deviation and become either
closer to the viewer, or more visible/prominent in the view. Where a likely change in the magnitude of effect has been
identified, this is discussed within the individual viewpoint assessment, and any alteration in the significance of effect is
considered. Generally, for this proposal, the movement of the poles would represent a shift of less than 10m (depending on
the width of the Limits of Deviation), and as such the relative scale of any such shift is unlikely to alter the magnitude of any
effect at the viewing scales relevant to this assessment.

Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

02

From the
B5435 on
the western
edge of
Saron
village,
approx.

Local
communities:
 Western
edge of
Saron
(small rural

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Approx. 294m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

The susceptibility of the
local community and
recreational receptors to
change is considered high,
whilst the susceptibility of
users of local lanes is
considered medium. The
highest sensitivity

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
north west from the B5435 at Saron,
looking over the local landscape within the
Denbigh and Derwen Hills and contained by
local ridges, and is representative of both
stationary views (e.g. from the edge of

Significance of
Visual Effect

When the
magnitude of the
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),

1

Distances to receptors beyond the boundaries of the LoD have been calculated to the closest point along the boundary (although due to technical
considerations, for example conductor swing and failure containment structures, it would never be possible to locate a pole along this boundary).
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

293m AOD.
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Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

settlement)

Deviation: 294m
east of alignment.

(susceptibility) is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.

settlement) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The view consists of rolling
pastureland sloping down to a watercourse
and wooded valley, which then rises steeply
up a ridge. The distinctive tree and bracken
clad ridge extends from Foel Gasyth (Open
Access Area) in the centre of the view to
Tan yr Allt on the right, some 1200m away.
The ridge locally contains the view. The
skyline is dotted with hedgerows, mature
trees and a block of coniferous trees.
Pastureland is bounded by post/wire fence
and hedgerows and combines with
scattered mature trees and small wooded
copses. Scattered residential properties
and farmsteads are visible as is the B5435.
Telegraph poles are clearly visible along
the B5435 and scattered along distant field
boundaries. 11kV Overhead Lines are
perceptible along the bracken clad base of
Foel Gasyth, along a field boundary to the
centre of the view, a field boundary to the
right of the photo and skylined on the
distant ridge to the right.

Recreational
receptor:
 Public rights
of way
(linking to
Foel Gasyth
and Moel
Ytta Open
Access
Areas)
 Caer
Mynydd
Caravan
park
Users of
roads:
 Local lanes

Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 283m.

This particular view is
considered to be important
at a local scale (edge of
settlement, caravan park
and users of local lanes)
and have a medium value.
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Significance of
Visual Effect

the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.

Predicted View
This view covers some 1.5km of the entire
length of the Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line. The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
enters the view from the left, crossing the
B5435 before passing through pastoral
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of Location
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Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

fields towards the steep valley and
watercourse and then runs along the ridge
to the right of the view.
To the left of the view the backclothed
‘wirescape’ of the Proposed Development is
visible but poles are generally afforded
screening by the intervening trees. The
tops of some 3 poles become more visible
above the tree line to the centre of the view
but remain backclothed by rising landform.
To the right of the view approximately 2
poles become fully visible but they remain
fully backclothed as they traverse the fields
on the approach to the watercourse. The
poles re-emerge from the visual
containment afforded by the watercourse
but remain backclothed by the slopes of the
steep ridge adjacent to Tan yr Allt.
However, the poles appear more stacked
from this view and some 4 or 5 stacked
poles are visible as they traverse the ridge
approximately 1200m from the viewpoint.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape. The extent of the view of the
Overhead Line would be well-contained
within the valley close to Saron village.
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Furthermore, intervening trees would
obscure parts of the wood poles from this
viewpoint and poles would be largely
backclothed. Wood poles would be in
scale with the surrounding landscape
features (mature trees) and would quickly
recede in view of the wider pastureland.
The Proposed Development would be
visible as it runs up and over the ridge but
as a small feature within this overall view.
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
add to the effect of a small number of
existing scattered 11kV Overhead Lines,
but due to intervening distance and
backgrounding, these combined effects are
considered not significant.
Undergrounding of the existing 11kV
Overhead Lines near Saron and Tan yr Allt
is unlikely to alter the magnitude of the
effect from this viewpoint, due to
intervening distance, backclothing and the
small scale of the existing Overhead Lines
in the view.
Backgrounding, intervening vegetation and
topography would reduce the overall
magnitude of the visual effect from this
viewpoint which is predicted to be medium.
03

From the
junction of

Local
communities:

Approx. 654m to
nearest wood

The susceptibility of the
local community and

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking

When the
magnitude of
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

the B4501  South and
east of Foel
east of Foel
Gasyth
Gasyth
near Bron
Haul,
 Scattered
approx.
315m AOD. residential
receptors
Recreational
receptor:
 Public rights
of way
 Foel Gasyth
Open
Access Area
 Bryn Glas
and Caer
Mynydd
Caravan
Park
Users of
roads:
 B4501
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 654m
west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 625m.

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

recreational receptors to
change is considered high,
whilst the susceptibility of
users of the B4501 is
considered medium. The
highest sensitivity
assigned overall, therefore
is high.
The value of this view is
considered high (open
country region).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

north west from the B4501 near Foel
Gasyth over the local landscape within the
Denbigh and Derwen Hills towards the
Clocaenog Forest in the south. The view is
representative of both stationary views (e.g.
from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). Rolling pastureland
slopes steeply down from Foel Gasyth
Open Access Area to a watercourse and
narrow wooded valley near Saron, and then
extends along a rising ridge towards Tir
Mostyn wind farm and Clocaenog Forest to
the right and Moel Ytta Open Access Area
to the centre right. These features are
visible on the horizon to the right of the view
approximately 3.5km away.

visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.

The residential property at Bron Haul is
visible in the foreground to the right. The
settlement at Saron is visible in the far
distance to the left, some 1200m away. In
the centre of the view, the cluster of
residential properties at Plas Cefn Maen is
visible in the middle distance some 900m
away. Generally pastureland is bounded by
post/wire fence and hedgerows and
combines with scattered mature trees and
small wooded copses. This wooded
vegetation becomes more sparse towards
the ridge. Local ridges contain the view
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

 Local lanes
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

until the landform rises towards the ridge at
Tir Mostyn. The skyline is dotted with
hedgerows, mature trees, a block of
coniferous trees and occasional telegraph
poles. Scattered residential properties and
farmsteads are distantly visible, as is the
B5401 to the right. An 11kV Overhead Line
is visible in the foreground as it tracks from
left to right. In the middle distance 11kV
Overhead Lines and telegraph poles are
perceptible along field boundaries to the
centre of the view. The Tir Mostyn and
Foel Goch wind farms are clearly visible
and skyline to the right.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the left some 650m
away, and extend across open pastureland
but becoming largely obscured by
intervening vegetation on the ridge in the
foreground. In the region of 7 poles would
be visible but these would be backclothed
by fields and a narrow band of woodland.
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
cross the B5435 in the centre of the view.
Approximately 28 poles would be visible as
the Proposed 132kV Overhead Line runs
through rising pastureland towards the
ridge of Tir Mostyn to the right of the view
before becoming less perceptible as they
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

approach the wind farm some 3.5km away.
These poles would be backclothed by rising
landform and appear more stacked as they
approach Clocaenog Forest but would not
be sky-lined.
This view covers some 3.5km of the entire
route.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape and would be visible across
much of the view. However, intervening
trees would obscure parts of the view to the
left of this view and the wood poles would
be entirely backclothed. Generally the
wood poles would be in scale with the
surrounding landscape features (mature
trees) near Saron. The wood poles would
be visible as the Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line runs towards the more
exposed ridge but would become less
perceptible due to distance.
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
add to the effect of a small number of
existing scattered 11kV Overhead Lines in
the area, but due to intervening distance
and backgrounding, these combined effects
are considered not significant.
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Undergrounding of the existing 11kV
Overhead Lines near Saron is unlikely to
alter the magnitude of the effect from this
viewpoint, due to intervening distance,
backclothing and the small scale of the
existing Overhead Lines in the view. The
overall magnitude of the visual effect from
this viewpoint is considered to be medium.
05

From the
Local
B4501
communities:
south of
 Scattered
Plas
residential
Captain,
properties
heading to
Peniel,
east of
approx.
Peniel
186m AOD. settlement
and
northeast of
Foel Gasyth
Recreational
receptor:
 Public rights
of way,
including
near
Bwlch/Moel

Approx. 91m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 91m
east of alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 70m.

The susceptibility of the
local community and
recreational receptors to
change is considered high,
whilst the susceptibility of
users of local lanes is
considered medium. The
highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high.
The viewpoint is on the
B4501 between Denbigh
and Llyn Brenig as it rises
towards Foel Gasyth, and
is surrounded by a
traditional rolling farming.
The value of this view is
considered medium (locally
important/road users).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama south west
from the B4501 near Plas Captain and
Peniel in the Denbigh and Derwen Hills
looking over local landscape and contained
by a localised ridge east of Foel Gasyth.
The view is representative of both
stationary views (e.g. from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The B4501 cuts right of centre
across the view as it slopes uphill towards
Peniel. Rolling small to medium
pastureland to the left and centre of the
view extends down from the ridge between
Foel Gasyth (to the right) and Moel Prion.
This ridge forms the horizon. Scattered
hedgerow trees, small blocks of coniferous
and deciduous woodland and a small
number of poles are visible on the ridge
(and are therefore skylined) which
undulates and gradually rises to Foel

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Prion
Users of
roads:
 Local lanes
 B4501
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Overhead Line is
considered high.

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Gasyth to the right of the view. A small
wooded valley and watercourse is visible as
a block of woodland, left of centre of the
view some 600m away. Scattered
residential properties (including Foel Farm)
are visible on higher ground to the centre of
the view some 950m away. Pastureland
and the road are generally bounded by
post/wire fence and hedgerows and these
combine with scattered mature trees. The
ridge contains the view. A 11kV Overhead
Line is visible in the foreground as it
traverses fields to the left of the view before
heading up towards the ridge in the centre
right of the view. Telegraph poles are
visible along field boundaries and the
B4501.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view to the centre left of the ridge
some 1.2km away before traversing
between a block of deciduous and
coniferous trees. The tops of some 2 poles
would be skylined in this view.
Approximately 10 poles would be visible in
the far to middle distance as the Proposed
132kV Overhead Line runs down through
sloping pastureland to the centre left of the
view. However, from this viewpoint these
wood poles would be backclothed by the
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

rising land. Four poles would become more
visually prominent as the Overhead Line
rises up the field to the left of the B4501
and crosses into the field to the right of the
near view. One pole would skyline to the
left of the B4501 some 90m from the view.
This view covers some 1.4km of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape. From this viewpoint the
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would be
visible across approximately two thirds of
the view and with the exception of one pole
which will skyline adjacent to the B4501,
and two poles which will skyline on the
ridge would be mostly backclothed, Wood
poles would be in scale with the
surrounding landscape features (mature
trees) near Peniel. The entirety of the poles
would be visible as the Proposed
Development runs over the ridge but the
structures would become less perceptible
due to distance.
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line will
add to the effect of an existing 11kV
Overhead Line but due to the screening
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

effect of backclothing and their alignment
along the lower slopes of the localised
valley, these combined effects are
considered not significant.
The screening effect afforded by
backgrounding, existing vegetation and
topography would reduce the overall
magnitude of the visual effect from this
viewpoint which is predicted to be medium.
06

From an
Local
elevated
communities:
location
adjacent to  Scattered
residential
the minor
road (south properties on
of Peniel)
higher
which
ground west
wraps
of Peniel and
around
north of Foel
Foel
Gasyth
Gasyth,
west of the
Recreational
property at
receptor:
Holt,
approx.
 Public rights
257m AOD. of way,
View
including
looking NE
near Coed
towards
Segrwyd,

Approx. 892m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 893m
west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 873m.

The susceptibility of the
local community and
recreational receptors to
change is considered high,
whilst the susceptibility of
users of local lanes is
considered medium. The
highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high.
The viewpoint is at an
elevated location, and is
within and surrounded by a
traditional rolling farming.
The Clwydian Range
AONB is visible within this
view. The value of this
view is considered high
(local value/proximity of
open country region).

Current View
Expansive 90 degree panorama view
looking north east from the minor road
which wraps around the elevated Open
Access Area of Foel Gasyth (part of the
Denbigh and Derwen Hills). The view is
representative of both stationary views
(e.g., from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). The view looks across
pastureland which slopes downhill towards
woodland at Coed Segrwyd some 280m
distant to the left and the settlement of
Peniel some 550m to the right. The
landform descends before flattening out
and then steeply rising toward Denbigh and
Denbigh Castle some 4km away in the
centre of the view. Henllan village is visible
some 5km away to the left of the view, lying
at the edge of Limestone Plateau that

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Peniel and
Denbigh.

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

and
Johnsons’
and Pandy
Wood,
longer views
to Clwydian
Way
 Foel Gasyth
Open
Access Area
Users of
roads:
 Local lanes
 B4501
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

extends to Denbigh. An individual turbine is
visible to the left of the view at Gwaenynog
Bach some 3km from the viewpoint. The
Clwydian Range some 11km from the
viewpoint is visible on the horizon to the
right of the photo. In the near view, the
larger scale arable and pastureland is
generally bounded by post/wire fence and
hedgerows that combine with scattered
mature trees. Scattered residential
properties and farms are visible as is the
B4501 (to the right). An existing wirescape
(telegraph poles and low voltage Overhead
Lines) is present but is generally locally
obscured by topography or is more than
900m from the viewpoint and is rendered
imperceptible.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
run right to left across the viewpoint and in
places would be partially screened by
intervening topography. It would be largely
backclothed by the rising landscape. At its
closest point the Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would be visible at a
distance of some 890m to the north east.
Approximately 6 poles are likely to be
perceptible as the Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line runs to the rear of Garnedd
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Isa (the farm on the right of the photo) and
then become obscured by intervening
topography and vegetation in the centre of
the view. To the left of the view two full
poles are likely to be perceptible as they
traverse the fields but would be fully
backclothed.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape and would be visible in the wider
landscape as it crosses higher ground near
Peniel but would be contained within the
valley as it runs below Coed Segrwyd.
Intervening trees would obscure parts of the
view, and it would be largely backclothed.
The wood poles would generally be in scale
with the surrounding landscape features
(mature trees) and would recede in the
wider pastureland. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would generally follow the
pattern of the landscape.
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
add to the effect of a small number of
existing scattered 11kV Overhead Lines but
due to intervening distance and visual
screening afforded by backgrounding, these
combined effects are considered not
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

significant. These factors and the low-lying
position of the Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line would reduce the overall magnitude of
the visual effect from this viewpoint which is
predicted to be small.

08

From the
Local
public
communities:
footpath
north of Ty-  Scattered
residential
Coch on
properties on
the minor
road which higher
runs south
ground west
of
of Peniel and
Gwaenyno
north of Foel
g
Registered Gasyth near
Segrwyd and
Park and
Pandy
Garden to
the
Recreational
Segrwyd
receptor:
Mill and
Segrwyd
 Public rights
Goch area,
of way approx.
151m AOD. including
near
Segrwyd,

Approx. 183m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 182m
east of alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 172m.

The susceptibility of the
local community and
recreational receptors to
change is considered high,
whilst the susceptibility of
users of local lanes is
considered medium. The
highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high.
The viewpoint is adjacent to
the local lane where the
public footpath enters the
field towards Plas Captain.
The value of this view is
considered medium (local
value/footpaths).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
south from the local lane near the Afon
Ystrad and Ty Coch with long views over
the local landscape which marks the
transition from the Denbigh and Derwen
Hills in the south east with the Llannefydd
Lowlands in the north west towards a local
ridge line. The view is representative of
both stationary views (e.g. from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The lane is visible to the right of
the view and as it rises towards Segrwyd.
Rolling pastureland slopes down from the
ridge near Peniel (left), Foel Gasyth
(centre) and Coed Segrwyd woodland
(centre and right). This ridge forms the
horizon. Scattered hedgerow trees and
small blocks of coniferous and deciduous
woodland are visible on the ridge (and
therefore skylined) which undulates and
gradually rises to the more rugged ridgeline

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Afon Ystrad
and Pandy
Wood, Coed
Segrwyd
 Foel Gasyth
Open
Access Area
Users of
roads:
 Local lanes

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

at Foel Gasyth to the centre of the view.
Distant hills towards Moel Fechan (SW) are
visible to the right of the view. Generally
medium scale pastureland in the near
distance is lower lying and level. Fields and
local lanes are generally bound by
hedgerows and scattered hedgerow trees
and blocks of deciduous and coniferous
trees are visible. Coed Segrwyd ASNW to
the centre and right of the view forms a
prominent feature.
Scattered residential properties are visible
including Peniel , some 850m to the centre
left of the view. To the right of the view Ty
Coch is approximately 380m distant but
mostly obscured by intervening trees. The
ridge contains the overall view. The B4501
and the local lane between Peniel and
Segrwyd are just perceptible in the middle
distance to the centre and right of the view.
Telegraph poles are visible along local lane.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view on the ridge above Peniel.
Some four or five poles are likely to skyline
but at a distance of over 2km from the
viewpoint would be barely perceptible. The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
become more visible as it traverses the
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Ref
No

Description
of Location
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Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

ridge to the right of the view (above Plas
Captain) approximately 900m from the
viewpoint. The Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line would be visible over much of the
remaining view as it crosses from left to
right and some 4 poles would skyline to the
right of the view as they cross the ridge.
Eleven further poles would be visible but
backclothed as the Proposed Development
traverses the sloped pastureland into lower
lying areas scattered with mature hedgerow
trees. The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
is however at a comparative scale to the
mature hedgerow trees within this
landscape. Poles would become more
prominent as the Proposed Development
approaches Ty Coch to the left of the view
and before disappearing from views
towards Pandy.
This view covers some 1km of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape and though mostly backclothed
would be visible across approximately three
quarters of the view. Wood poles would
be visible as the Proposed 132kV
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Overhead Line runs down the slope but
they would generally be in scale with the
surrounding landscape features (mature
trees) near Peniel. In addition, the
screening effect afforded by features such
as backgrounding, existing vegetation and
topography would reduce the overall
magnitude of the visual effect of the
proposed development from this viewpoint
which is predicted as medium.

10

View from
Local
just south
communities:
of the A543
on a public  Scattered
residential
footpath
properties
heading to
Gwaenyno
south of the
g
A543 near
Registered Gwaenynog
Park and
Bach and
Garden,
Goppa Farm
approx.
162m AOD.
Recreational
receptor:
 Public rights
of way –
adjacent to

Approx. 803m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 846m
east of alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 826m.

The susceptibility of the
local community and
recreational receptors to
change is considered high,
whilst the susceptibility of
users of this local lanes is
considered medium. The
highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high.
The viewpoint is south of
the A543 on the footpath
which connects into the
western edge of
Gwaenynog Park and
Garden. The value of this
view is considered high
(proximity to Gwaenynog

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking west
from the A543 near Gwaenynog Bach
toward distant upland areas including the
Central Ridges and Valleys VSAA to the
north west. The view is representative of
both stationary views (e.g. from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (footpaths).
The foreground view consists of gently
rolling pastureland bounded by hedgerows
and scattered mature trees with occasional
small blocks of trees and small localised
hills such as Beacon Hill to the right of the
view. There are scattered residential
properties and farmsteads in the view
including Goppa Farm to the centre left and
the settlement around Gwaenynog Bach to

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated the
overall sensitivity
of the viewpoint
(high), the effect
on visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.
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Ref
No
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of Location

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Gwaenynog
Registered
Park and
Garden
 Gwaenynog
Registered
Park and
Garden and
Essential
Setting
Users
roads:
 A543
 Local lane

of

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

essential setting).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

the right, which lies some 120m from the
view. In the middle distance to the right of
the view, at Eriviat Park is visible some
1.2km away. Distant hills form the
background and horizon with Moel Fechan
prominent in the left of the view and the
distinctive bracken clad Moel Fodiar to the
right. Telegraph poles are perceptible
along the A543 and 11kV Overhead Lines
are in the middle distance as they run
through fields to the left of the view and the
right.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the left, at eye level,
some 1300m from the viewpoint. Two
poles would be visible but would be mostly
obscured by intervening vegetation near
Goppa Farm and be screened by the
backclothing of rising landform. Intervening
vegetation, buildings and the distance
between the viewpoint and the Proposed
132kV Overhead Line, would make it
imperceptible in much of the view as it
tracks from left to right in the middle
distance.
However, the Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line would become visible to the right of the
view as the Proposed Development
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Ref
No

Description
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Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

traverses the landscape of Eriviat Hall. The
tops of two or three poles would be visible
and skylined as the Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line runs past Coed Wern Ddu
some 800m from the viewpoint and across
a small ridge in the direction of Eriviat Bach
Isaf. The Proposed 132kV Ovewrhead Line
would become visible again as it passes to
the right of the view in the direction of
Hafod Wood. Some sixteen poles would be
visible but would be backclothed and barely
perceptible due to intervening distance and
vegetation.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce a manmade feature in a
landscape which is presently semi-rural and
serviced by the fast moving A543. The
generally low lying landscape allows for
only localised views and intervening trees,
backgrounding further limits perceptibility.
The proposed wood poles would generally
be in scale with the surrounding landscape
features (mature trees) and would recede in
the wider pastureland. The tops of the
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line wood
poles would become briefly visible as it runs
through Eriviat Hall. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would add to the effect of a
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

small number of existing scattered 11kV
Overhead Lines but due to intervening
distance
and
backgrounding
these
combined effects are considered not
significant. The overall magnitude of the
visual effect is predicted to be small.
11

From the
Users
A543 as it
roads:
runs from
 A543
Groes to
Denbigh,
approx.
184m AOD.

of

Approx. 43m to
nearest wood
pole.

The susceptibility of the
A543 users to change is
considered medium.

Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 34m
east of alignment.

The viewpoint is adjacent to
the A543 near Beacon Hill.
The value of this view is
considered medium (local
value/county boundary/road
users).

Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 23m.

Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered medium.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
south west from the A543 near Beacon Hill
on the county boundary between
Denbighshire and Conwy and extends from
the local landscape (Llannefydd Lowlands)
toward distant upland areas including the
Clocaenog and Llyn Brenig Moorland
Forest VSAAs.
The view is representative of sequential
views (road users). The foreground
consists of gently sloping pastureland
bounded by post/wire fences, hedgerows
and scattered mature trees with the A543
winding through the landscape to the left in
the direction of Groes. There are scattered
residential properties and farmsteads in the
view including properties to the left some
650m away, Bodeiliog Uchaf to the centre
of the views is some 800m away and the
settlement around Groes Bach to the right,
is some 700m from the viewpoint, and is
adjacent to the A543. The rugged

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint
(medium), the
effect on visual
amenity arising
from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Description
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Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

bracken clad ridge of Foel Gasyth forms the
horizon some 2km to the left. The wind
farms and managed forest on the ridge of
Tir Mostyn are perceptible on the horizon to
the centre of the view some 6km away and
3km to the right of the view is the sparsely
clad Moel Fechan. Telegraph poles are
perceptible along the A543 and 11kV
Overhead Lines are visible in the fields
adjacent to the road.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
be distantly visible on the distant upland
ridge at Tir Mostyn. Eleven poles would be
just perceptible on the skyline but as a very
small feature in the view. Similarly, to the
left of the view some 3km away2 poles
would skyline above the ridge at Peniel. A
further four or five poles would also be
visible but backclothed. Ten further poles
would be visible but backclothed as they
traverse fields near Plas Captain over
1.5km from the viewpoint. The Proposed
132kV Overhead Line would pass through
Pandy Wood in the middle distance,
however, intervening topography and
vegetation would entirely screen this
section. The Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line would become just perceptible in the
middle of the view some 750m distant but
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Ref
No

Description
of Location
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Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

would be largely obscured by intervening
vegetation as it runs past Bodeiliog Uchaf
Farm. Six poles would become
increasingly visible as the Proposed
Development runs from the centre of the
view towards the road where it would be
skylined as it reaches the road some 35m
from the viewpoint. It would disappear from
the view as it crosses the road into the
grounds of Eriviat Hall.
This view covers some 1.7km of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce an additional manmade feature in
a landscape which is presently semi-rural
and serviced by the fast moving A543. The
proposed wood poles would be visible on
the skylines of some distant ridges and
would be barely perceptible. Intervening
trees, backclothing afforded by local
vegetation and local topography and
proximity limits perceptibility of closer poles.
Generally the wood poles would be in scale
with the surrounding landscape features
(mature trees) and would quickly recede in
views of the wider pastureland. Six poles
would be perceptible as the route
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No
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of Location

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

approaches and crosses the A543 and
these would add to the local effect of a
small number of existing scattered 11kV
Overhead Lines.
However, due to
intervening
distance
and
some
backgrounding these combined effects are
considered not significant.
The overall
magnitude of the visual effect, is predicted
to be medium.
12

From the
Local
B5428 near communities:
Eriviat
 Scattered
Bach-Isaf
residential
and Eriviat
Bach-Uchaf properties
approx.
along the
149m AOD
B5428
Users
roads:
 B5428

of

Approx. 156m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 156m
west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 146m.

The susceptibility of the
local community to change
is considered high, whilst
the susceptibility of the
B5428 users is considered
medium. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.
The viewpoint is adjacent to
the B5428 near Eriviat Park
and Eriviat Bach-Uchaf.
The value of this view is
considered low (localised
value and small number of
receptors).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
northeast from the B5428 near Eriviat
Bach-Uchaf and is locally contained by
fields on adjacent rising landform, which
sits in proximity to the Limestone Plateau
(Denbigh/Henllan) and the Llannefydd
Lowlands. The view is representative of
both stationary views (e.g. from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths).
The main elements of the view consists of
rolling pastureland bounded by hedgerows
with scattered mature trees and occasional
post/wire fences which stretch from the
foreground to the middle distance. The
B5428 is visible to the left of the view as it
runs northwards towards Henllan with
mature trees dotted along its edge. The

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the medium
overall sensitivity
of the viewpoint,
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
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Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

considered medium.

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

white south facing façade of the residential
property at Eriviat Bach Isaf (over 300m
away) is just perceptible through a block of
trees. To the centre, in the far distance is
the village of Henllan and a bank of
woodland adjacent to Foxhall Park and
Garden is just perceptible on the horizon
some 1.5km to the north east. The
individual turbine at Pentre du Isaf is just
perceptible on the horizon to the left of the
view. The pastureland slopes up towards a
localised ridge to the right of the view some
250m away. The ridge is dotted with a
small number of mature trees and
hedgerows and forms the horizon. As
such, the view is locally contained.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
l enter the view on the ridge on the right of
the view and four poles would be visible
and be fully to partially skylined. The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
traverse the field, crossing the hedgerow
and the B5428 and before becoming
obscured by intervening mature trees. Two
poles would be visible in the next field, and
the top of one pole would be skylined.
The line would be clearly visible for more
than two thirds of this view which covers
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

some 700m of the entire Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce a manmade feature into a
strongly rural landscape. The Proposed
132kV Overhead Line would be mostly
visible and skylined as it crosses the view
with intervening trees and backgrounding
affording a degree of screening to the
centre and left of the view. The proposed
wood poles are generally in scale with the
surrounding landscape features (mature
trees) and would quickly recede in views of
the wider pastureland except on the
exposed ridge where they would be more
prominent.
There are no other Overhead
Lines in this view and the overall magnitude
of the visual effect, is predicted to be
medium.
13

Denbigh
Castle,
approx.
154m AOD

Local
communities:
 Residential
receptors in
Denbigh
Recreational
receptor:

Approx. 3.2km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:

The susceptibility of the
local community to change
is considered high, as is the
susceptibility of the users of
Denbigh castle and the
Clwydian Way. Users of
local lanes/roads in close
proximity to the castle are
considered to have medium

Current View
Expansive view 90 degree panorama
looking south west from within the grounds
of Denbigh Castle, extending across
lowland areas to distant upland areas. The
view is representative of both stationary
views (e.g. from edge of settlement or
scattered residential receptors) and
sequential views (roads, footpaths). The

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

 Public rights
of way Clwydian
Way Long
Distance
Footpath
 Denbigh
Castle SAM, listed
buildings,
viewpoint
Users
roads:

of

 Local lanes

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

3.153km east of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
3.133km.

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.

foreground consists of the walled and
grassed grounds of the castle.
Predominantly residential properties on the
edge of the Denbigh settlement occupy the
middle distance to the centre and right of
the view, whilst to the left the grounds of
Gwynfryn and the former North Wales
Hospital are visible. The rolling pastureland
to the left of the view rises up the slope to
the ridge between Moel Prion and Foel
Gasyth (Denbigh and Derwen Hills) which
forms the horizon some 4.5km away. To
the centre of the view pastureland extends
in the direction of Gwaenynog Estate and to
the right the A543 is visible as it runs
towards Gwaenynog Bach and Groes. The
private turbine at Gwaenynog Bach is
perceptible to the right of the view. In the
far distance the horizon is formed by Moel
Fodiar to the right, Moel Tywysog, Foel
Greon, Moel Fechan and Gorsedd Bran
(Central Ridges and Valleys VSAA and the
Elwy and Aled Valleys Moorland Hills)
some 10km away.

The viewpoint is within the
grounds of Denbigh Castle.
The value of this view is
considered high (from
Denbigh Castle).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Significance of
Visual Effect

visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.

Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the left of the view some 4km away. .
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
traverse the ridge between Moel Prion and
Foel Gasyth between a block of coniferous
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

and deciduous woodland before following
the edge of woodland into a localised
valley. The wood poles would appear
stacked in views but would be almost
imperceptible due to backgrounding and
distance. The Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line would be slightly more visible as it
crosses the B4501 and large scale fields at
Plas Captain (over 3 km away) before being
completely screened by rising topography
in the centre of the view. The Proposed
Development would be visible briefly in the
centre of the view as it passes through
pastureland and to the right of the view as it
crosses the small localised ridge at Coed
Wern Ddu some 3.5 km away in the
grounds of Eriviat Hall. Here however, the
poles would to be backclothed and almost
imperceptible.
The view covers some 6km of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce a manmade feature in a
landscape which is both rural and urban in
character. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would be just perceptible in
the far distance but for the majority of this
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

view it would be screened by intervening
trees, backgrounding and topography.
Where visible the proposed wood poles
would generally be in scale with the
surrounding landscape features (mature
trees) and will quickly recede in the wider
pastureland. The overall magnitude of the
visual effect from this viewpoint is predicted
as small.
14

On the
Local
public
communities:
footpath
 Residential
southeast
receptors
of Henllan,
near
that runs
from
Peronne
Broadleys
Covert to
Recreational
the south of receptor:
Foxhall
Registered  Public rights
of way – in
Park and
proximity to
Garden,
Eriviat Hall
approx.
and Park,
173m AOD
and Foxhall
Newydd
including
connections

Approx. 1145m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 1147m
east of alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
1.124km.

The susceptibility of the
local community to change
is considered high, as is the
susceptibility of the users of
the public footpath.
The viewpoint is set on the
public footpath in a rural
location surrounded by a
traditional rolling farming
landscape. The value of
this view is considered high
(proximity to Foxhall
Newydd’s essential
setting).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
This view overlooks the shallow valley that
runs from Beacon Hill (near Eriviat Hall)
through to Henllan and the ridge near
Foxhall Park and Garden. Though focused
on the immediate valley the view includes
more distant upland areas. The view is
representative of both stationary views (e.g.
from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(footpaths). To the left, the middle distance
is obscured by elevated foreground but the
distinctive bracken clad form of Moel Fodiar
is visible on the horizon. To the centre the
woodland at Hafod is visible on the horizon
and beyond that are the upland areas near
Mynydd y Gaer. Henllan is visible in the
middle distance and the private turbine at
Pentre-du-Isaf is just perceptible. To the
right of the view, the farmstead at Peronne
is visible and woodland which surrounds

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.
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Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

into the
Clwydian
Way
 Foxhall
Newydd
Essential
Setting

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Foxhall and Foxhall Newydd forms the
horizon.
Predicted View
The Overhead Line enters the view from
the left and traverses towards Hafod Wood
in the centre of the view before passing the
lowland ridge on the horizon towards
Berain. The Proposed Development is
largely screened by intervening topography
and blocks of coniferous and deciduous
woodland to the left of view. However, it
becomes visible in the far middle distance
(some 2km away beyond Eriviat Bach Isaf)
as it crosses more open pastureland near
the B5382 and towards Hafod Wood some
3km from the viewpoint. At this distance
the proposed wood poles would be
backclothed and almost imperceptible.
This view covers some 3km of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce a manmade feature in a rural
landscape and includes a network of
existing 11kV Overhead Lines. The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would be
just perceptible as a small feature in the
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s of/Receptors
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

wider landscape with intervening trees,
backgrounding and topography affording
further screening across much of the view.
When they are visible the wood poles would
be generally in scale with the surrounding
landscape features (mature trees) and
would quickly recede in the wider
pastureland. The overall magnitude of the
visual effect is predicted to be small.
15

Near
Local
Henllan,
communities:
from the
B5382 west  Residential
receptors
of Henllan
near the
near Hafod
Farm and
B5382 west
Pen Parc
of Henllan
Llwyd,
approx.
195m AOD
Recreational
receptor:
 Public rights
of way –
Clwydian
Way
(distant)

Approx. 490m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 492m
west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 470m.

The susceptibility of the
local community to change
is considered high, whilst
the susceptibility of the
B5382 users is considered
medium.
The viewpoint is set on the
A5382 in a rural location
2km west of Henllan
surrounded by a traditional
rolling farming landscape.
The value of this view is
considered medium (local
value/road users).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
The view is a 90 degree panorama looking
east from the A5382 in the direction of
Henllan and extends to the Clwydian Range
which is clearly visible on the horizon. The
view is representative of both stationary
views (e.g. from edge of settlement or
scattered residential receptors) and
sequential views (roads, footpaths). The
foreground is characterised by small scale
rolling farming landscape dotted with
scattered residential properties. Fields are
generally bounded by hedgerows and
contain scattered mature trees. Centre to
the view and in the middle distance the
settlement at Henllan is visible some 2km
away located on the Limestone Plateau
which forms a ridge running from left to
right in the direction of Denbigh. There are
small and more distinct blocks of
predominantly deciduous woodland

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Users
roads:

of

 B5382 at
Pen Parc
Llwyd
 Local lanes

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

scattered along ridges and in lower valley
areas. To the centre of the view a distinct
block of woodland is visible on the ridge
and forms the boundary of the essential
setting for Foxhall Newydd registered Park
and Garden. The distinctive bracken clad
upland form of the Clwydian Range form
the horizon to the view some 11km away
with Moel Famau to the centre right.
There is a visible existing network of 11kV
Overhead Lines and telegraph poles within
the view, the closest being located along
the edge of the B5382 and to the right of
the road in the adjacent field. Predicted
View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the right, below eye
level, before rising with the rolling
landscape towards the left of the view in the
direction of Hafod Wood. To the right of the
view the Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
would initially be obscured by the blocks of
trees in the foreground. Four poles would
become visible but these would be
backclothed and partially screened. As the
Proposed Development traverses more
open pastureland towards the B5382, some
490m from the viewpointthese poles would
be visible but are comparative scale to the
existing mature trees which are dotted
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

throughout the hedgerows and in small
woodland blocks. This covers some 350m
of the Overhead Line. On the higher
ground to the left of the view approaching
Hafod two poles would become almost fully
visible (but backclothed by the Clwydian
Range). This view covers some 1km of the
entire Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce a manmade feature in a semirural landscape serviced by a B road and
including a network of existing 11kV
Overhead Lines. Undergrounding of the
existing 11kV Overhead Lines near Pen
Parc Llwyd and Hafod is would not alter the
magnitude of the effect from this viewpoint
due to intervening distance and the
screening afforded by backclothing. The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would be
just perceptible in the far distance with
intervening trees, backgrounding and
topography affording screening. The
proposed wood poles would generally be in
scale with the surrounding landscape
features (mature trees) and will quickly
recede in views of the wider pastureland.
The overall magnitude of the visual effect
from this viewpoint is predicted to be
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

medium.
17

Henllan, St Local
Sadwrn’s
communities:
church
 Edge of
yard,
settlement approx.
119m AOD. Henllan
 Visitors to
the church
and
cemetery
Recreational
receptor:
 Public rights
of way Clwydian
Way Long
Distance
Footpath
 Foxhall
Newydd –
Registered
Park and
Garden

Approx. 1.1km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
1.120km east of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
1.098km

The susceptibility of the
local community to change
is considered high, as is the
susceptibility of the users of
the Conservation Area,
Foxhall Newydd and the
Clwydian Way. Users of
local lanes/roads in close
proximity to the church are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.
The viewpoint is within the
grounds of Henllan church.
It is set on the western
edge of the Henllan
settlement and
conservation area,
surrounded by a traditional
rolling farming landscape.
The value of this view is
considered high.
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
The open and expansive view looks west
from the church yard in Henllan Village in
the direction of Moel Fodiar which is visible
on the horizon to the centre right of the view
some 4km away. The view is
representative of both stationary views (e.g.
from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). The foreground
contains the immediate church yard and to
the left of the view existing LV Overhead
Lines and telegraph poles are visible. The
B5382 passes unseen to the left edge of
the church yard and continues westwards
remaining screened by intervening
vegetation. The middle distance is
occupied by rolling traditional pastureland
scattered with residential properties and
farmsteads. Fields are generally bounded
by hedgerows and contain mature trees.
To the centre left and right of the view
tributaries of local rivers cut through this
rising land and are mostly contained within
wooded valleys. The landform to the left of
the view rises in the direction of Llannefydd
Lowlands and Moel Fechan to an upland
ridge which forms the horizon some 5.5km
away. Set on the slopes and partially

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Essential
Setting
 Henllan
Conservatio
n Area
Users
roads:

of

 B5382
 Local lanes

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

screened by intervening trees, Eriviat Bach
Uchaf is visible some 1.5km away. To the
centre of the view rolling pastureland rises
in the west towards Moel Tywysog which
forms the horizon. To the right of the view
the coniferous block at Hafod Wood defines
the horizon. Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line enters
the view from the left in the middle distance
before rising with the rolling landscape
towards the right of the view in the direction
of Hafod Wood. To the left of the view one
pole would be just visible above the small
building and trees in the foreground. Poles
would then be mostly screened by
intervening trees. Four poles would
become perceptible but backclothed for
some 200m as the Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line traverses more open
pastureland below Eriviat Bach Uchaf. The
proposed wood poles would then be fully
obscured by intervening topography with
the exception of three or four poles to the
right of the view as they pass over the ridge
near Hafod. One of these poles is likely to
skyline but the poles would be barely
perceptible due to their distance, scale and
the screening afforded by intervening trees.
This view covers some 2.5km of the total
length of the Proposed 132kV Overhead
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce a manmade feature in a semi
rural landscape which is serviced by a B
road, and includes a network of existing
11kV and LV Overhead Lines. In less than
600m of the 2.5km sectionthe Proposed
132kV Overhead Line would be just
perceptible in the far distance and would be
locally screened by intervening trees and
the backgrounding effect of local
topography. The proposed wood poles
would be generally in scale with the
surrounding landscape features (mature
trees) and would quickly recede in views
across the wider pastureland. The overall
magnitude of the visual effect from this
viewpoint is predicted to be small.

19

Foxhall
Local
Registered
communities:
Parks and
 Scattered
Gardens,
residential
approx.
166m AOD. receptors to
the south of

Approx. 1.47km
to nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of

The susceptibility of the
local community to change
is considered high, as is the
susceptibility of the users of
Foxhall Newydd and the
Clwydian Way. The
highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore

Current view
This contained view looks west from the
public footpath to the south east of Foxhall
Newydd on the Limestone Plateau close to
the Clwydian Way Long Distance Footpath
and is contained by local vegetation. The
view is representative of both stationary

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(negligible) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
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Henllan
Recreational
receptor:
 Public rights
of way Clwydian
Way Long
Distance
Footpath

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Deviation:
1.468km east of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
1.446km.

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

sensitivity is high.
The viewpoint is within the
grounds of Henllan church.
It is set on the southern
edge of the Henllan
settlement. The value of
this view is considered high
(Clwydian Way and Foxhall
Newydd’s essential
setting).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

 Foxhall
Newydd –
Registered
Park and
Garden
Essential
Setting

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

views (e.g. from edge of settlement or
scattered residential receptors) and
sequential views (footpaths). The
foreground contains the grazed field which
forms part of Foxhall Newydd. The stone
wall marks the boundary of the garden and
the ruins of Foxhall Newydd are visible to
the centre right. Intervening mature trees
screen views to the adjacent landscape and
form the horizon of the view. However,
glimpses of the wider landscape in the
direction of Eriviat Hall are visible to the left
of the view.

the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be negligible
and therefore not
significant.

Predicted View
The Propoosed 132kV Overhead Line runs
left to right across this view but due to
screening from the trees and topography
the Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
not be visible and the view will remain
unchanged.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
No change and therefore negligible
magnitude.

26

Near
Berain
house and

Local
communities:

Approx. 476m to
nearest wood

The susceptibility of the
local community to change
is considered high. Users

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking west
from the local lane which runs from Henllan

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
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Viewpoint by):

farm –
 Berain listed
listed
buildings
buildings,
approx.
Users of
151m AOD.
roads:
 Local lanes

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 477m
east of alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 467m.

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

of local lanes/roads are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.

to Berain across the generally open
landscape as it rises towards the upland
areas towards Moel Grugoer. The view is
representative of both stationary views (e.g.
from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). Medium to large scale
pastureland associated with Berain Farm
slope down from the localised ridge on the
horizon and occupies much of this view.
Hafod Wood is visible in the background on
the ridge to the middle left of view, and
forms a distinctive block of coniferous
woodland. This ridge forms much of the
horizon.

(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.

The viewpoint is located on
a minor rural road which
runs between Henllan
village and Berain, and is
surrounded by the larger
scale rolling farming
landscape at Berain (listed
farmhouse of local
historical interest). The
value of this view is
considered medium (local
value/historical asset/listed
building and setting).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

The residential property at Ty Celyn (in
front of Hafod Wood), is just visible but is
mostly screened by a mature tree. A minor
road runs through the view in front of Hafod
Wood and Ty Celyn and is visible as a
hedgerow boundary. Including a mix of
listed buildings and modern agricultural
barns the small farming hamlet of Berain is
visible to the right of the view. Scattered
hedgerows and mature trees form the field
boundaries, with occasional lengths of post
and wire fence visible and a small number
of telegraph poles are visible near Berain.
Predicted View
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the left, approximately
1.1km from the viewpoint and would be
visible in the remaining view as it crosses
from left to right. Some 18 poles are within
this field of view but not all would be visible
due to the screening of intervening
vegetation and backclothing. To the left, 4
poles would be visible however due to
distance from the viewpoint and the effect
of backclothing by rising land, this would
not be highly perceptible. Towards the
middle of the view (some 470m from the
viewpoint), intervening mature trees screen
elements of the poles and the Proposed
132kV Overhead Line remains backclothed
by rising pastureland and existing trees
which are comparative in scale. Upper
sections of the proposed wood poles would
become more visible and skyline above the
hamlet at Berain as the Proposed
Development passes to the rear of the
property some 500m from the viewpoint.
Toward Tyddyn Bartley the Proposed
132kV Overhead Line would be screened
by intervening trees and buildings.
This view covers some 1.6 km of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape. The Proposed Development
would be visible in places across
approximately three quarters of the view
and would be backclothed, with the
exception of two poles some whose tops
would be visible in the skyline to the rear of
Berain. The entirety four poles would be
visible to the far left at a distance of over
800m from the viewpoint. Poles would be
in scale with the surrounding landscape
features (mature trees) near Peniel. In
addition, backgrounding, existing
vegetation, topography and proximity of the
view to the Proposed Development would
reduce the overall magnitude of the visual
effect, from what may be otherwise large to
locally medium. Undergrounding of the
existing 11kV Overhead Line near Ty Celyn
is unlikely to alter the magnitude of the
effect from this viewpoint, since existing
Overhead Lines are largely obscured in this
view, or too distant to be perceptible in the
view.
27

Croen
Local
Llwm Mawr communities:
north west
of Henllan,  Cluster of

Approx. 40m to
nearest wood
pole.

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
north west from the local lane near Berain

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
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Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

and Tyddyn Bartley and is very locally
contained by vegetation (trees). The view
is representative of both stationary views
(e.g., from the cluster of residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The lane is visible to the centre
of the view as it slopes downhill and north
west towards Croen Llwm Mawr and Plas
Buckley (part of the Afon Elwy East VSAA
and adjacent to the Llannefydd Lowlands),
and forms much of the foreground of the
view. The middle distance is occupied by
sloping medium scale pastureland and field
boundaries (mature hedgerows and
hedgerow trees). The farm buildings,
associated agricultural barns and silos at
Croen Llwm Mawr are visible some 190m to
the right of the view on the horizon. A
coniferous block of woodland is visible in
the centre view on the horizon, and to the
left a block of ASNW is just visible on the
horizon some 260m away. The North
Wales Pilgrim’s Way tracks along the front
edge of the coniferous block, along the
private track which leads to Croen Llwm
Mawr (hedgerow boundary visible). The
horizon contains this localised view.
Telegraph poles are visible along the lanes
and an 11kV Overhead Line.

correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.

near
residential
Tyddyn
receptors
Bartley and
Berain,
 Plas Buckley
approx.
listed
141m AOD.
buildings

Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 40m
west of
alignment.

the users of Public Rights
of Way. Users of local
lanes/roads are considered
to have medium sensitivity.
The highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high.

Recreational
receptor:

Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 30m.

The viewpoint is located on
a minor rural road which
runs from Henllan village
towards Berain, and is
surrounded by farming
landscape and areas of
ASNW woodland. The
value of this view is
considered medium (very
localised view/ North Wales
Pilgrim’s Way footpath).

 Public rights
of way –
network of
footpaths
including the
regionally
promoted
North Wales
Pilgrim’s
Way
Users
roads:

of

 Local lanes

Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Proposed Development is
considered high.

Predicted View
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view on the ridge to the right, in
the region of 40m from the viewpoint and
would be visible as it crosses to the centre
view, and runs to the left of the remaining
block of coniferous woodland. One pole is
likely to be clearly visible, as the Proposed
Development runs down the slope and
becomes backclothed by retained trees.
The Proposed Development is backclothed
in places and comparative in scale to the
mature trees within this landscape. Other
poles within this view, including an 11kV
Overhead Line would be largely obscured
or backclothed by existing woodland before
passing out of the view towards Coen Llwm
Mawr and the Elwy valley in the north. This
view covers some 200m of the entire
Proposed Development.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces an additional manmade feature
in a rural landscape. The Proposed
Development would be visible across
approximately half of this locally contained
view. One pole would be fully visible, in
close proximity to the viewpoint. This pole
would be prominent in the view. The
localised extent of this view would adjust
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

the magnitude of the visual effect from what
may be otherwise large, to locally medium.
Undergrounding of the existing 11kV
Overhead Line near Croen Llwm Mawr is
likely to provide some limited visual benefit
in the immediate proximity of the Proposed
132kV Overhead Line, but is unlikely to
alter the magnitude of the effect from this
viewpoint, due to the presence of
backclothing (existing woodland) and the
small scale of the existing Overhead Lines.
28

Moel Fodiar
306m AOD

Local
communities:
 Scattered
residential
receptors
Recreational/
Cultural
receptor:
 Public rights
of way –
network of
footpaths
and
Clwydian
Way Long

Approx. 2.2km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
2.188km west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
2.167km.

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
designated landscapes.
Users of local lanes are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.
The viewpoint is located on
a minor rural road which
runs around the eastern
perimeter of Moel Fodiar,
and marks the transition
from the larger scale rolling

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking east
from the minor rural road which wraps
around the elevated open access and
common land of Moel Fodiar (within the
Central Ridges and Valleys, and the Elwy
and Aled Valleys Moorland Hills VSAA),
and is expansive. The view is
representative of both stationary views
(e.g., from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). The view looks across
pastureland of the Llannefydd Lowlands
and over the Elwy Valley, and extends to
the Clwydian Range AONB over 12km to
the east which forms the horizon. The
foreground contains medium to large scale
pastureland which slopes down towards
woodland near Plas Coch some 500m

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.
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No

Description
of Location

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Distance
Footpath
 SAMs
(Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments)
 Statutory
access and
common
land around
Moel Fodiar
Users
roads:

of

 Local lanes

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

pastureland in the direction
of Henllan (to the east) and
upland areas to the west.
The Clwydian Range
AONB is visible within this
view, and the value of this
view is considered high
(Statutory access common
land, SAMs, Public rights of
way, viewpoint).

away in the centre of the view. Hafod
Wood is visible to the centre right in the
middle distance some 1500m to the left.
The settlement at Henllan is visible in the
centre of the view some 3.7 km away, on
the raised limestone plateau which runs
between Denbigh and Henllan. Scattered
residential receptors near Cefn Berain are
visible some 1.6km away to the left of the
view. The rising landform of the Denbigh
and Derwen hills is visible to the right of the
view in the middle distance. An individual
turbine is barely perceptible to the right of
the view at Gwaenynog Bach, some 4.6km
from the viewpoint, and a small number of
very distant off shore turbines are barely
perceptible to the far right of the view. The
B5382 is just perceptible in the middle of
the view as it approaches the Limestone
Plateau at Henllan. An existing wirescape
(telegraph poles and low voltage Overhead
Lines) is present but is generally of a small
scale in this view (due to intervening
distance), obscured by topography or lies at
such a distance from the viewpoint that it is
rendered imperceptible.

Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Significance of
Visual Effect

Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the right and would run
right to left, generally below eye level, and
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

would be mostly either partially or fully
screened by intervening topography. The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would run
through some two thirds of the width of the
view and would be entirely backclothed by
the landscape to the east of the proposed
route alignment. At its closest point, the
Proposed Development would be visible
from the viewpoint at a distance of some
2.2km to the east. Poles would be
glimpsed in views as they run over the ridge
near Peniel to the right of the view, through
pastureland around Eriviat Hall, across the
localised ridge near Hafod Wood in the
direction of Berain, and at Croen Llwm
Mawr, however, they would be fully
backclothed and only just perceptible. This
view covers some 4.8km of the entire
Proposed Development.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape. The Proposed Development
would be just perceptible in the wider
landscape as it crosses higher open ground
near Peniel, Eriviat, Hafod, Berain and
Croen llwm Mawr, but would generally be
obscured by intervening trees and
topography, and would be largely
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

backclothed, and greater than 2.2km from
the viewpoint at its closest point. Wood
poles would be in scale with the
surrounding landscape features (mature
trees) and would recede in the wider
pastureland. The Proposed Development
would follow the pattern of the landscape.
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
add to the effect of a small number of
existing scattered 11kV Overhead Lines,
but due to intervening distance and
backgrounding, these combined effects are
considered not significant. These factors
and the low-lying position of the Proposed
132kV Overhead Line would reduce the
overall magnitude of the visual effect, from
what may be otherwise medium, to small.
29

Mynydd y
Gaer,
approx.
258m AOD

Local
communities:
 Scattered
residential
receptors
Recreational/
Cultural
receptor:
 Public rights
of way

Approx. 2.2km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
2.220km west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
designated landscapes.
Users of local lanes are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
north east from the public footpath which
wraps around the elevated upland slopes of
Mynydd y Gaer (within the Central Ridges
and Valleys VSAA), and is expansive. The
view is representative of both stationary
views (e.g., from the edge of settlement or
scattered residential receptors) and
sequential views (roads, footpaths). The
view looks across pastureland of the
Llannefydd Lowlands, and extends across
the Elwy Valley to the Clwydian Range

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

 SAMs
(Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments)
 Statutory
access land
around
Mynydd y
Gaer
Users
roads:

of

 Local lanes

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Limits of
Deviation:
2.188km.

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

The viewpoint is located on
a public footpath on the
eastern slopes of Moel
Fodiar. This location marks
the transition from the
rolling pastureland of
Llannefydd lowlands (to the
southeast), the Upper Elwy
valley to the northeast, and
the upland areas to the
west. The Clwydian Range
AONB and Upper Elwy
valley are visible within this
view. The value of this
view is considered high
(Statutory access common
land, SAMs, Public rights of
way, viewpoint).

AONB over 12km to the east, which forms
the horizon. The foreground contains
medium to large scale pastureland,
bounded by hedgerows and scattered
mature hedgerow trees with occasional
post and wire fences. Scattered blocks of
gorse and bracken are just visible. The
residential property at Pen y Ffrith occupies
the centre right of the view. Scattered
residential properties and farms are visible
in the middle distance. The well wooded
slopes of the Elwy Valley are visible some
1.4km away in the centre of the view. The
Cefn Meiriadog forms a continuous ridge
across the view in the middle distance,
stretching to the Elwy valley (East) area to
the right. This is well wooded particularly to
the centre and right of the view, and field
boundaries contain many mature trees.
The North Wales coast is visible on the
distant horizon to the right of the view and
the settlements at Rhyl and Prestatyn, and
the off shire wind turbines are perceptible.
A number of larger settlements (Dyserth
and St Asaph) are visible in distant views.
An existing wirescape is present.
Telegraph poles and low voltage Overhead
Lines are visible in the foreground, with
400kV pylons visible in the middle distance
as they cross the Cefn Meiriadog ridge to
the left of the view. 33kV lines are visible to

Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Significance of
Visual Effect

will be minor and
therefore not
significant.
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

the right and centre of the view in the
middle distance. Off shore turbines are
perceptible to the far right of the view.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the right and would run
right to left, generally below eye level,
would be fully backclothed and would be
mostly either partially or fully screened by
intervening topography, or vegetation. At
its closest point, the Proposed
Development would be visible from the
viewpoint at a distance of some 2.2km to
the east. The Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line would be largely imperceptible from
this viewppint due to topography and
intervening vegetation. It could be just
perceptible as it crosses higher ground near
Tal y Bryn to the right, Bodysgawen Isaf to
the centre right, and over the Cefn
Meiriadog ridge to the centre, however,
they would be fully backclothed and over
2.2km from the viewpoint. This view covers
some 2.8km of the entire Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape that experiences wide views
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

over more distant settlements and existing
electricity networks. The Proposed
Development would run through half of the
width of the view and would be entirely
backclothed by the landscape to the east of
the proposed route alignment. Poles would
be perceptible in the middle distance but
fully backclothed and greater than 2.2km
from the viewpoint at its closest point.
Wood poles would be in scale with the
surrounding landscape features (mature
trees) and would recede in the wider
pastureland. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would follow the pattern of
the landscape and would add to the effect
of a small number of existing scattered
11kV and 33kV Overhead Lines, and the
400kV line, but due to intervening distance
and backgrounding, these combined effects
are considered not significant. These
factors and the low-lying position of the
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
reduce the overall magnitude of the visual
effect, from what may be otherwise
medium, to small.
31

Llannefydd Local
Village
communities:
(School).
 Edge of
Approx.
217m AOD. settlement at

Approx. 1.9km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
north east from the local lane adjacent to
Llannefydd Primary School. The view looks
across settled pastureland of the

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(negligible) is
correlated against
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Llannefydd
 School
Recreational/
Cultural
receptor:
 Public rights
of way
Users
roads:

of

 Local lanes

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
1.935km west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
1.913km.

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

of Way and visitors to
designated landscapes.
Users of local lanes are
considered to have medium
sensitivity, and users of the
school are considered to
have medium sensitivity.
The highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high.

Llannefydd Lowlands, and extends across
the Elwy Valley to the North Wales coast
and the Clwydian Range AONB over 12km
to the east, which forms much of the
horizon to the right of the view. The view is
representative of both stationary views
(e.g., from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). The foreground
contains medium to large scale
pastureland, bounded by hedgerows and
scattered mature hedgerow trees with post
and wire fences. Scattered blocks of gorse
and are visible. The primary school and
grounds are visible, as are a number of
scattered residential properties and large
farms including Tan Llan which occupies
the centre left of the view. The pastureland
rises to the right of the view and forms the
horizon. The Cefn Meiriadog forms a
continuous ridge across the view in the
middle distance, stretching to the Elwy
valley area to the right. This is wooded to
the centre and right of the view. The North
Wales coast in the direction of Rhyl is
visible on the distant horizon to the centre
of the view, and off shore wind farm. An
existing wirescape is present. Telegraph
poles and low voltage Overhead Lines are
visible in the foreground, with 400kV pylons
visible in the middle distance as they cross

the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be negligible
and therefore not
significant.

The viewpoint is located on
the local lane adjacent to
the primary school at
Llannefydd. This location
sits within the rolling
pastureland of the
Llannefydd lowlands. The
Clwydian Range AONB is
visible within this view. The
value of this view is
considered medium (local
value).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

the Cefn Meiriadog ridge to the left of the
view. 33kV lines are visible to the left and
centre of the view in the middle distance.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view in the centre as it runs up the
slopes on the Elwy valley and crosses the
Cefn Meiriadog ridge some 3km from the
viewpoint. In the region of 2 or 3 poles
would be barely perceptible over a length of
some 300m, and would be backclothed by
the ridge or the Clwydian Range. The
remainder of the Proposed Development
would be fully obscured by intervening
topography.
This view covers some 2.5km of the entire
Proposed Development.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a
landscape that experiences wide views
over more distant settlements and existing
electricity networks. A small number of
poles would be visible in the middle
distance but fully backclothed and greater
than 3km from the viewpoint at its closest
point. As such, the Proposed 132kV
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Overhead line would be largely
imperceptible in this view, and the overall
magnitude of the visual effect is negligible.
32

South
Local
western
communities:
approach to
 Scattered
the Elwy
residential
valley from
receptors
Tal y Bryn
and Plas
Recreational/
Buckley.
Cultural
Approx.
152m AOD. receptor:
 Public rights
of way
 (including
the
regionally
promoted
North Wales
Pilgrim’s
Way and
views in the
direction of
the Lower
Elwy Valley
Historic

Approx. 204m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 204m
west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 194m.

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way. Users of local
lanes are considered to
have medium sensitivity.
The highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high.
The viewpoint is located on
a minor rural road which
runs from Henllan village
past Berain and north west
towards Pentre Isaf. The
Clwydian Range AONB and
Lower Elwy Valley Historic
Landscape are visible
within this view. The value
of this view is considered
medium.
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking east
from the local lane near Plas Buckley (on
the edge of the Afon Elwy Valley East
VSAA) and is generally contained by tree
blocks on the edge of nearby fields with
distant upland areas visible. The view is
representative of both stationary views
(e.g., from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). The foreground
contains gently undulating pastureland
bounded by mature hedgerows and trees
and containing newly created farm tracks.
The fields slope downhill towards Croen
Llwm Mawr farm and interconnected strips
of woodland designated as LWSs and
SINCs which connect into the Lower Elwy
Valley Historic Landscape (some 700m
from the viewpoint). The middle distance is
occupied by these areas of woodland. The
farm buildings, Farm tracks, associated
barns and silos and storage areas at Croen
Llwm Mawr, are just visible some 400m
away in the centre of the view, in the middle
distance. These elements are largely
screened by the woodland. To the right,

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Landscape)

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Plas Buckley (listed building) and a block of
ASNW are visible some 200m away. The
North Wales Pilgrim’s Way tracks along the
far edge of the coniferous block to the
centre right of the view, and is not visible
from this viewpoint. The horizon to the right
is formed by a localised ridge above Croen
Llwm Mawr, and to the left by the distant
ridges of the Clwydian Range (some 9km
away). Telegraph poles are visible along
the lanes and an 11kV Overhead Line to
the centre right of the view running next to
the (unseen) rural lane. A 400kV line is just
visible in the far distance on the horizon to
the centre left of the view. The individual
turbine at Pentre du Isaf is visible to the
centre right of the view, just above the ridge
in the middle distance.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
run across the view from right to left, just at
and below eye level before leaving the view
and continuing towards the north. The
Proposed Development enters the view on
the ridge to the right, in the region of 600m
from the viewpoint, and would be largely
screened by intervening vegetation as it
runs to the left in front of the remaining
block of coniferous woodland. As the
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line passes the
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Distance to
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Deviation, and
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Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

coniferous block near Croen Llwm Mawr, 2
poles would become more visible, but
would remain backclothed by rising
topography, and intervening trees would
provide a screen and be of a similar scale
to the wooden poles. The Proposed
Development would pass into the field in
the foreground with 3 poles becoming more
visible but still backclothed. The pole to the
left (less than 300m from the viewpoint)
would be clearly visible in the field and the
top of the pole may be skylined in this view.
This view covers some 800m of the entire
Proposed Development.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces an additional manmade feature
in a rural landscape. Six poles are likely to
be visible across much of this locally
contained view, mostly backclothed, and
the top of one pole would be visible on the
skyline and less than 300m from the
viewpoint. Any undergrounding of existing
overhead lines in this area is unlikely to
alter the magnitude of the visual effect
since it is the proximity and scale of the
view of the Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
that will have the greatest visual effect. The
poles would be a defining feature in the
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Visual Effect

foreground of this view, however the
localised extent of this view and the degree
of backclothing and screening, would adjust
the magnitude of the visual effect from what
may be otherwise large, to locally medium.
34

Tan-yLocal
Graig which communities:
lies on the
 Scattered
north
residential
eastern
receptors
slopes of
the Elwy
Recreational/
valley at
Cultural
approx.
140m AOD. receptor:

Approx. 887m to
nearest wood
pole.

 Public rights
of way

Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 877m.

 SAMs
(Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments)
 Historic
Landscape
 Receptors
drawn by the

Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 888m
east of alignment.

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
designated landscapes.
Users of local lanes are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.
The viewpoint is located on
a minor rural road which
runs along the north
eastern slopes of the Elwy
Valley between Bont
Newydd and Sinan. The
Elwy Valley Historic
Landscape is visible and
within close proximity of
this view, and the value of
this view is considered

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama west from
the minor rural road on the north eastern
Elwy Valley slopes and is extends beyond
the valley slopes to more distant upland
areas. The view is representative of both
stationary views (e.g., from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The view looks across medium
large scale pastureland in the foreground
towards the southern slopes of the well
wooded Elwy river valley some 750m away
in the middle distance. Fields are bounded
by mature hedgerows and a large number
of mature hedgerow trees including many
Oaks, and form a distinctive character. The
Elwy valley historic landscape lies within
this area to the centre and left of the view.
The Llannefydd Lowlands are visible in the
distance and form the horizon to the centre
left of the view. The upland areas of
Mynydd y Gaer and Moelfre Isaf (within the
Central Ridges and Valleys VSAA, and the
Elwy and Aled Valleys Moorland Hills

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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RIGS and
SSSI – Bryn
Meiriadog /
Woods and
Caves of the
Lower Elwy
and
Meirchion
Valleys SSSI
Users
roads:
 Local lane

of

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

high.
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

VSAA) form the horizon to the right of the
view some 6km away. A residential
receptor at Ysgubor Newydd is visible some
470m away to the right of the view.
Scattered isolated properties are visible in
the distance. An existing wirescape
(telegraph poles and low voltage Overhead
Lines, and 400kV pylons) is present but is
generally obscured by topography and
vegetation, or lies at such a distance from
the viewpoint that it just perceptible. 400kV
and 132kV pylons are perceptible on the
skyline to the right of the view, with a
number of 400kV pylons appearing stacked
in views on the skyline. An 11kV existing
Overhead Line is visible on the southern
slopes of the Elwy Valley to the centre of
the view.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the left and would run
right to left, generally at eye level, before
running down into the Elwy Valley and then
back up the valley slopes towards to Cefn
Meiriadog ridge beyond the right of this
view. The Proposed Development would
cross over higher ground above Bryniau
Bychain (1.5km away) where 5 or 6 poles
would be partially to fully visible but
backclothed. Seven backclothed poles
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Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

become visible and perceptible some 1.2km
away as the Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line passes through the open fields near
Bodysgawen Isaf farm on the slopes of the
Elwy valley, which would then cross an
existing 11KV Line. The Proposed
Development would not be visible as it
reaches the Afon Elwy, and is generally
obscured by intervening mature hedgerow
trees as it run up the valley slopes to the
right of the view.
This view covers some 2.5km of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape. Approximately three sections
(900m in total) of the Proposed
Development would be perceptible in the
wider landscape as it crosses higher open
ground along the southern slopes of the
Elwy Valley, but would be backclothed.
These visible sections are likely to be more
than 1.2km from the viewpoint. Wood poles
would be in scale with the surrounding
landscape features (mature trees) and
would recede in the wider pastureland. The
Proposed Development would follow the
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
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Deviation, and
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Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

pattern of the landscape, and would add to
the effect of a small number of existing
scattered 11kV Overhead Lines, but due to
intervening distance and backgrounding,
these combined effects are considered not
significant.
The overall magnitude of the visual effect,
is considered to be locally medium.
37

Public
Local
footpath
communities:
near Plas
 Cluster of
Newydd
residential
and Plas
receptors
Hafod
across the
Recreational/
open
agricultural Cultural
receptor:
fields
towards the
 Public Rights
Elwy
of Way (that
Valley,
lead to the
approx.
128m AOD. Lower Elwy
Valley
Historic
Landscape
and Conwy
Landscape

Approx. 275m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 274m
west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 263m.

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
designated landscapes.
Users of local lanes are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.
The viewpoint is located on
a public footpath on the
north eastern slopes of the
upper Elwy Valley, below
the Cefn Meiriadog. The
Elwy Valley Historic
Landscape is visible within
and in close proximity to

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
south east from a public footpath on the
north eastern slopes of the Elwy Valley
(Limestone Valley-Cefn and Afon Elwy
Valley East VSAAs), just below the Cefn
Meiriadog, near Plas Hafod and Plas
Newydd and is generally contained by the
valley sides. The view is representative of
both stationary views (e.g., from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The foreground contains
medium large scale pastureland sloping
down towards the well wooded Elwy river
valley some 780m away to the right of the
view in the middle distance. Fields are
generally bounded by mature hedgerows
and hedgerow trees including many mature
Oaks which form a distinctive character.
Post and wire fences are also present. The

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Selecting
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s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Value Area)
 Listed
Buildings
(Plas
Newydd)
Users
roads:

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

this view, and the value of
this view is considered
high.
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

of

 Local lanes

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

horizon to the right is formed by the upland
areas around Moel Fodiar (Central Ridges
and Valleys VSAA and the Elwy and Aled
Valleys Moorland Hills VSAA), some 5.5km
away. To the centre of the view open fields
on the upper slopes of the Elwy valley sides
are visible (Bodysgawen Isaf) and the
horizon is formed by both the block of
woodland at Hafod, and the distant upland
ridges of Tir Mostyn and Foel Gasyth. The
Tir Mostyn windfarm is barely perceptible
on the skyline. The Elwy Valley Historic
Landscape lies within the area left of centre
of the view but is largely screened by
intervening hedgerow trees. A residential
receptor at Plas Hafod is visible some
130m away to the left of the view.
Scattered isolated properties are generally
obscured by intervening vegetation. The
Cefn Meiriadog ridge (including mixed
woodland blocks on Bryn Meiriadog and
Bryn Cefn) forms the horizon to the left.
The Clwydian Range is just perceptible in
the far distance. An existing wirescape
(telegraph poles, 11kV and 33kV Overhead
Lines) is present and visible in the
foreground.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line is
likely to be barely perceptible on the skyline
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to the centre right of the view as it crosses
the distant Tir Mostyn ridge. The Proposed
Development would then re-enter the view
from the right and would run to the left,
generally at, or just above, eye level before
running over the Cefn Meiriadog ridge
beyond the left of this view. The Proposed
Development would be perceptible but
backclothed some 1.8km away in the
middle distance as it enters the view from
the right and runs through open fields on
the upper slopes of the Elwy Valley. The
tops of 2 poles would be visible but
backclothed. As the line approaches
Bodysgawen Isaf 5 or 6 poles would appear
stacked but backclothed in the view some
1.3km from the viewpoint, and would be
partially or fully visible. These poles are
perceptible but not dominant in the view.
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
not be visible as it reaches the Afon Elwy,
and 3 or 4 poles would be mostly obscured
by intervening mature hedgerow trees as
the line runs up the valley slopes to the left
of the view. One pole (275m away) would
be fully visible to the left of the view in the
middle of the field in the near foreground,
and one adjacent pole would be visible but
largely screened by intervening hedgerow
trees. These poles are likely to be seen in
combination with existing Overhead Lines.
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Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

The wirescape of the Proposed 132kV
Overhead line would be visible and skyline
to the left of the view for approx. 100m.
This view covers some 2.2km of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape. Approximately three sections
(700m of a potential 2.2km) of the
Proposed Development would be
perceptible in the wider landscape, but
would be backclothed. These visible
sections are 275m to 1.8km from the
viewpoint. Wooden poles would be in scale
with the surrounding landscape features
(mature trees) and would recede in the
wider pastureland. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would follow the pattern of
the landscape. The overall magnitude of
the visual effect would be (locally) medium.
Whilst the Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
would add to the effect of existing 11kV and
33kV Overhead Lines, undergrounding of
the existing 11kV Overhead Line is unlikely
to alter the overall magnitude of the effect
from this viewpoint, since backclothing and
intervening vegetation along hedgerow
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Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

boundaries assist in obscuring the
presence of these smaller scale Overhead
Lines.
39

Footpath
Local
adjacent to communities:
Pentre
 Edge of
Mawr
settlement –
(northeast
Groesffordd
of the Cefn
Meiriadog
Marli
ridge line)
as the
Recreational/
corridor
Cultural
approaches receptor:
St Asaph,
 Public Rights
approx.
of Way
83m AOD.
(proximity to
Lower Elwy
Valley
Historic
Landscape)
Users
roads:

of

 Local lanes

Approx. 312m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 314m
east of alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 299m.

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
designated landscapes.
Users of local lanes are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.
The viewpoint is located on
a public footpath on the
northern slopes of the Cefn
Meiriadog near Groesffordd
Marli.
The value of this view is
considered medium (local
value/footpaths).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking west
from the footpath looking along the northern
flank of the Cefn Meiriadog ridge
(Limestone Valley-Cefn VSAA), near
Groesffordd Marli. This viewpoint captures
a local view. The view is representative of
both stationary views (e.g., from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). A medium to large scale arable
field is visible in the foreground. The Cefn
Meiriadog ridge forms the horizon the left
and is marked by hedgerow field
boundaries and scattered mature hedgerow
trees. To the centre of the view the ASNW
at Coed Plas Newydd is visible on the
horizon some 600m away. To the right of
the view scattered residential properties at
Groesffordd Marli are visible some 210m
away in the middle distance. Fields are
bounded by mature hedgerows and
occasional mature hedgerow trees. An
existing wirescape (telegraph poles, 33kV
Overhead Lines and 400kV pylons) is
present and perceptible on the horizon to

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

the right.
This view covers some 220m of the entire
Proposed Development.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the centre left on the
horizon and run left to right, above eye
level, before reaching the terminal pole in
the centre of the view. Three poles would
be perceptible and skylined some over
310m away, with some screening afforded
by intervening mature hedgerow trees.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces a manmade feature in a rural
landscape. Three poles would be visible
over a small section greater than 300m
away and would be skylined. Wood poles
would be in scale with the surrounding
landscape features (mature trees). The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would add
to the effect of an existing wirescape
including 33kV and 400kV pylons. Some
intervening screening will reduce the overall
magnitude of the visual effect, to medium.
40

B5381
Glascoed

Local

Approx. 795m to

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to

Current View

When the
magnitude of
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Road
communities:
between St
Asaph and  Edge of
settlement –
Bodelwydd
St
an.
Looking
Asaph/Groes
towards the ffordd Marli
Cefn
Meiriadog
Recreational/
ridge line,
Cultural
approx.
receptor:
50m AOD.
 Bodelwydda
n castle –
Edge of
Park/Setting
Users
roads :

of

 B5381
Glascoed
Road
Commercial/
Business:
 St Asaph
Business
Park

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 795m
east of alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 782km.

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
designated landscapes and
cultural assets. Users of
local lanes/roads are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.

View is a 90 degree panorama looking
south west from the Glascoed Road west of
St Asaph some 800m north of the terminal
pole, and captures the settled farming
landscape as it rises up to the Cefn
Meiriadog (Afon Elwy Valley East and Cefn
Estate VSAAs). The view is representative
of both stationary views (e.g., from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The foreground contains
medium to large scale grazed pastureland
which also form the horizon to the right of
the view. The Cefn Meiriadog ridge forms
the horizon to the left of the view some 1km
away. The horizon is marked by scattered
trees and woodland blocks. Scattered
residential properties in the middle distance
at Groesffordd Marli are just visible but
largely obscured by intervening vegetation.
An existing wirescape (telegraph poles and
low voltage Overhead Lines, and 400kV
and 132kV pylons) is present and the
pylons are prominent in the skyline in the
centre of the foreground view.

visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.

The viewpoint is located
adjacent to the Glascoed
Road on the perimeter of
Bodelwyddan Park’s
essential setting, north of
the Cefn Meiriadog. The
value of this view is
considered high (edge of
settlement and essential
setting).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from in the centre left as it
runs over the Cefn Meiriadog ridge over
1km away and runs down the slope for
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Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

some 250m where the terminal pole is
located. Three poles would be visible, two
would be perceptible on the skyline but
obscured by intervening vegetation and the
terminal pole would be obscured by trees.
This view covers some 250m of the entire
Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
introduces an additional manmade feature
into a landscape which features edge of
settlement and industrial development, a
rural ridgeline and pastureland, a complex
existing wirescape and a historic
landscape. The Proposed Development
would be perceptible over a 250m length
(three poles) at a distance of 795m from the
viewpoint, would skyline on the ridge (two
poles), but would be in scale with
surrounding landscape features, would be
screened in places by intervening
vegetation and would follow the pattern of
the landscape. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would add to the effect of
existing scattered Overhead Lines, but due
to intervening distance and backgrounding,
these combined effects are considered not
significant.
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Significance of
Visual Effect

The overall magnitude of the visual effect is
considered to be small.
41

Bodelwydd Recreational/
an Castle
Cultural/Com
looking
mercial
towards the receptor:
Cefn
 Bodelwydda
Meiriadog
n Castle ridge line
Park and
as the
corridor
Castle –
runs over
Historic Park
the ridge on and Garden
the
and
approach to
essential
St Asaph,
setting
approx.
65m AOD.
 Viewpoint
(OS)
 Hotel, Art
Gallery,
Museum
 SAMs,
Listed
Buildings

Approx. 1.7km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
1.707km west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
1.694km.

The susceptibility of visitors
to designated
heritage/cultural assets is
considered high.
The viewpoint is located
within the grounds of
Bodelwyddan Park’s
garden. The value of this
promoted view within the
historic setting of
Bodelwyddan Castle is
considered high.
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking west
from the walled garden within the grounds
of the Bodelwyddan Registered Park and
Garden (Wooded Parkland and Parkland
Remnants VSAA). The view is
representative of both stationary views
(e.g., from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(footpaths). The formal and structured
walled garden is visible in the foreground
with brick walls to the left and planting to
the right of the view creating a framed view
across the grounds. The middle distance,
background and horizon to the centre of the
view are occupied by the parkland’s
essential setting and consist of open
grassed parkland areas with scattered trees
to the centre and wooded areas to the
perimeter. An existing wirescape is present
but is generally obscured by topography
and vegetation, or lies at such a distance
from the viewpoint that it just perceptible.
400kV pylons are visible some 930m at
their closest point.

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(negligible) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be negligible
and therefore not
significant.

Predicted View
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

No change. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would not be visible from
this viewpoint.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The magnitude of the visual effect is
negligible.
42

Footpath
Local
north west
communities:
of
 Edge of
Nantglyn,
settlement near
Nantglyn
residential
property
Recreational/
‘Hendre’,
Cultural
approx.
177m AOD. receptor:
 Listed
Buildings
and
Conservatio
n Area at
Nantglyn
Users
roads:

of

Approx. 2.5km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
2.499km west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
2.489km.

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
cultural assets. Users of
local lanes are considered
to have medium sensitivity.
The highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high. The
value of this view is
considered medium (local
value, footpaths, edge of
settlement, conservation
area).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
southeast from the edge of the settlement
at Nantglyn on a public footpath north west
of the village and extends across the
adjacent undulating valley bottom to a more
distant upland ridge (part of the Denbigh
and Derwen Hills). The view is
representative of both stationary views
(e.g., from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). Nantglyn is visible in the
foreground, including the rural lanes which
service the village, the church and
residential receptors. The middle distance
is occupied by pastureland and large blocks
of mixed woodland (including ASNW) which
extend into the Lliwen valley to the right of
the view. Fields are bounded by mature
hedgerows and a large number of mature
hedgerow trees. The horizon to the left is

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

 Local lanes

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

formed by the rising bracken clad upland
ridge of the Foel Gasyth Open Access Area
(part of the Denbigh and Derwen Hills)
some 1.9m from the viewpoint. To the
right, the horizon is formed by rising slopes
of the Tir Mostyn ridge some 2.7m from the
viewpoint. This ridge forms almost two
thirds of the horizon and contains
pastureland bounded by hedgerows with
occasional strips of hedgerow trees. Seven
wind turbines from the Tir Mostyn wind farm
are visible on the horizon some 3.2km from
the viewpoint. Scattered residential
receptors are visible on the slopes of the
Lliwen valley to the centre and right of the
view but are only just perceptible due to
distance, and mostly obscured by
screening. An existing wirescape is visible
in the foreground and Overhead Lines are
visible to the left as they run up and around
the slopes of Foel Gasyth briefly skylining.
Beyond this, remaining wirescapes become
mostly imperceptible in this view, with one
11kV Overhead Line only just perceptible
on the skyline to the centre left.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the centre right on the
Tir Mostyn ridge, and runs right to left just
below the ridgeline at just above eye level
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

in the view. Some sixteen poles are
skylined along this ridge, with some of the
poles and the entire top section of the poles
visible some 2.5km from the viewpoint. The
ridge is generally exposed with some
vertical landscape elements including
individual trees and small areas of grouped
trees. The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line
continues to run to the right of the view and
drops below the ridgeline. Three further
poles are perceptible but entirely
backclothed by rising topography and
occasionally screened by intervening trees.
The Proposed Development heads further
left towards Saron and is entirely obscured
by intervening topography.
This view covers some 3.2km of the entire
Proposed Development.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce an additional visible manmade
feature in a rural landscape which includes
an existing wind farm. Approximately
1.1km of the Overhead Line would be
skylined in the view, and 500m would be
visible but backclothed. The Proposed
Development would be perceptible in the
wider landscape as it crosses higher open
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

ground but due to intervening distance, the
individual poles would be a small visible
feature of the view. The number of poles
present on the ridge and the exposed
nature of the ridge would make them a
more visible feature, but they would not be
a prominent feature in the view. The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would add
to the effect of a small number of existing
scattered Overhead Lines, but due to
intervening distance, these combined
effects are considered not significant.
Some backgrounding, the scale of the
wooden poles, and intervening distance
would reduce the overall magnitude of the
visual effect, from what may be otherwise
large, to medium.
45

Approach
Recreational/
road to Llyn Cultural
Brenig near receptor:
the B4501
 Public Rights
at Bwlchof Way
du, approx.
177m AOD. (including
Clwydian
Way)
 Listed
Buildings

Approx. 2.5km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
2.541km west of
alignment.

The susceptibility to change
of users of Public Rights of
Way and visitors to
designated landscapes is
considered high. Users of
local lanes/roads are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.

Distance to
nearest edge of

The viewpoint is located on
the approach road to Llyn

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
north east from the approach road to Llyn
Brenig and extends across rising land
towards a nearby upland ridge within the
Llyn Brenig Moorland Forest and
Clocaenog Forest VSAAs. The view is
representative of sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The road forms the edge of the
SSSI which lies to the left of this road. The
foreground contains the approach road, the
junction with the B4501 (to the left) and
grazing land bound by post and wire fence

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(negligible) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Limits of
Deviation:
2.521km.

(Bwlch-du)
 Llyn Brenig
 Gors Maen
Llwyd wildlife
trust nature
reserve

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Brenig, is within metres of
the Clwydian Way and is
within the Mynydd
Hiraethog Historic
Landscape and SSSI. The
value of this view is
considered high.
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

 Picnic areas
 Mynydd
Hiraethog
Historic
Landscape
and SSSi
Users
roads:

Minor road
which runs
from the

Significance of
Visual Effect

which form the eastern edge of the Denbigh
Moors/Mynydd Hiraethog Historic
Landscape. This grazed moorland rises up
the slopes of the Tir Mostyn ridge (650m
away to the right) towards the managed
forestry at Clocaenog (700m away) which
marks the edge of the Historic Landscape
and form the horizon within much of this
view. The blades of three turbines from the
Tir Mostyn wind farm are just visible in the
skyline in the centre of the view some
1.4km away.

will be negligible
and therefore not
significant.

No existing wirescapes are visible in this
view.
Predicted View
No change. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would not be visible within
this view due to intervening topography and
distance.

of

 B4501 and
the approach
road to Llyn
Brenig

47

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Local
communities:

Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The magnitude of the visual effect is
negligible (no change).

Approx. 2.4km to
nearest wood

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking east

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
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Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

B4501 at
 Scattered
Llyn Brenig,
residential
along the
receptors on
ridge line
the valley
on the
slopes
western
edge of the
Recreational/
Lliwen
Cultural
valley,
receptor:
towards
Soar and
 Public Rights
Nantglyn.
of Way
VRs 23-27
are in
Users
of
relatively
roads
:
close
proximity to  Local lanes
this
viewpoint.
Approx.
372m AOD.

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
2.424km west of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
2.409km.

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way. Users of local
lanes are considered to
have medium sensitivity.
The highest sensitivity is
assigned overall, therefore
sensitivity is high.
The viewpoint is located on
a minor rural road on the
western slopes of the
Lliwen Valley, north of the
Mynydd Hiraethog/Denbigh
Moors. The value of this
view is considered medium
(local value/footpaths).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

from the minor rural road on the western
Lliwen valley slopes and is expansive,
extending across the valley to neighbouring
ridges (Denbigh and Derwen Hills VSAA)
and more distant upland slopes (Clwydian
Range). The view is representative of both
stationary views (e.g., from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The foreground contains grazed
upper valley area bound by post and wire
fence and occasional scattered small
hedgerow trees. A coniferous woodland
strip is visible to the left of the view and
forms the horizon. A residential receptor is
just perceptible but largely screened by this
block of trees. The minor road which runs
from Llyn Brenig to Nantglyn is just visible
to the far left of the view. The Tir Mostyn
ridge forms much of the horizon, is visible in
the middle distance over 2km from the
viewpoint and runs from the right of the
view to the centre left. The slopes contains
medium to large scale pastureland bound
by hedgerows and hedgerow trees with
occasional small blocks of mixed and
coniferous woodland and access tracks.
Scattered residential properties are just
perceptible but largely screened by
vegetation. The Tir Mostyn wind farm is
visible to the right of the view with 5

(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

turbines clearly skylined. An agricultural
shed on Tir Mostyn ridge is barely
perceptible, as is the Bryn Golau poultry
farm. Moel Ytta ridge is just visible in the
centre of the view, whilst Foel Gasyth open
country region is just visible behind
intervening trees in the foreground to the
left. The Clwydian Range is perceptible in
the background some 15km away and
forms the horizon to the centre left. The
B4501 tracks along the Slopes of the Lliwen
valley below Tir Mostyn and its route is
identified by hedgerows and scattered trees
forming a continuous linear feature along
the slope. The network of telegraph poles
and low voltage Overhead Lines are only
just perceptible on the valley slopes.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the centre right on the
Tir Mostyn ridge and runs across the view
at or slightly above eye level. The tops of 9
or so poles (approx. 600m length) would be
visible and skylined on the ridge. The
following 9 or so poles (approx. 1.4km
length) would be visible but backclothed by
Moel Ytta and the Clwydian Range.
Another 6 poles become just perceptible
near Bryn Golau Poultry Farm. Subsequent
poles would be obscured by intervening
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Ref
No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

topography until the Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line reaches the ridge to the
east of Foel Gasyth where it would cross
the ridge and be backclothed by the
Clwydian range. It would be imperceptible
in this view due to intervening distance
(over 4km).
This view covers some 4km of the entire
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
introduce an additional manmade feature in
a predominantly rural landscape with an
existing wind farm. Less than 2km of the
Proposed Development would be visible as
it crosses higher open ground, with 600m of
this length skylined in views. The Proposed
Development would be perceptible in the
wider landscape as it crosses higher open
ground but due to intervening distance, the
individual poles would be a small visible
feature of the view. The number of poles
present on the ridge and the exposed
nature of the ridge would make them a
more visible feature, but they will not be a
prominent feature in the view. The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would add
to the effect of a small number of existing
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No

Description
of Location

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

scattered Overhead Lines, but due to
intervening distance, these combined
effects are considered not significant.
Some backgrounding, the scale of the
wooden poles, and intervening distance
would reduce the overall magnitude of the
visual effect, from what may be otherwise
large, to medium.
48

From the
Local
cathedral in communities:
St Asaph
towards the  St Asaph
settlement
Cefn
Meiriadog
Recreational/
ridge.
Cultural
Approx.
receptor:
48m AOD.
 Public Rights
of Way
(including
the Clwydian
Way)
 St Asaph
Cathedral
 St Asaph
Conservatio

Approx. 3.5km to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation:
3.461km east of
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation:
3.447km.

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
cultural assets. Users of
local lanes and roads are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.
The viewpoint is located
within the grounds of the
Cathedral at St Asaph. The
value of this view from St
Asaph Cathedral is
considered high.
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the

Current View
View looks south west from the cathedral at
St Asaph and is a framed view which
extends in distance some 6.7km from the
viewpoint. The view is representative of
both stationary views (e.g., from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (roads,
footpaths). The cathedral grounds and
neighbouring residential receptors within St
Asaph form the foreground of the view and
it is framed by trees within the cathedral
grounds. The middle distance is occupied
by the Cefn Meiriadog ridge (Limestone
Valley – Cefn VSAA) with pastureland
bound by mature hedgerows and hedgerow
trees with occasional blocks of mixed
woodland and areas of ASNW. The lower
slopes of this ridge are occupied by
scattered residential properties around
Groesffordd Marli which are just perceptible
some 3.5km from this viewpoint. The ridge

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(small) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be minor and
therefore not
significant.
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Reason for
Selecting
Viewpoint
(Likely
Receptors/User
s of/Receptors
Drawn to the
Viewpoint by):

 A525 and
local roads

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Overhead Line is
considered high.

n Area and
Listed
Buildings
Users
roads:

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

of

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

forms much of the visible horizon, with the
upland area of Mynydd y Gaer forming the
background and horizon to the centre of the
view some 6.7km away. An existing
wirescape is present in this view however
only the larger 400kV and 132kV pylons are
large enough to be perceptible as they run
below the Cefn Meiriadog ridge.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view as it crosses the ridge of the
Cefn Meiriadog in the centre of the view.
Three or four poles are likely to be within
the view, including the terminal pole, but
they would be backclothed by rising
landform of the Mynydd y Gaer and the
Cefn Meiriadog ridge, partially screened by
intervening vegetation (mature trees) and
thus rendered barely perceptible by the
intervening distance. 250-300m of the
entire Proposed Development is likely to be
contained within this view.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
Approximately 300m of the entire Proposed
Development would be contained within this
view, backclothed and at a distance of
some 3.5km from the viewpoint. Wood
poles will be in scale with the surrounding
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Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

landscape features (mature trees) and will
recede in the wider pastureland. The
Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
follow the pattern of the landscape and will
add to the effect of the existing wirescape,
but due to intervening distance and
backgrounding, these combined effects are
considered not significant from this
viewpoint. The overall magnitude of the
visual effect will be small.
50

From Tan y Local
Garth
communities:
which lies
close to the  Scattered
residential
ridge east
receptors of Foel
Gasyth,
around the
along the
settlement at
alignment
Peniel
towards
Peniel and
Plas
Recreational/
Captain.
Cultural
approx.
237m AOD. receptor:
 Public
footpath

Approx. 5m to
nearest wood
pole.
Distance to
centreline of
Limits of
Deviation: 8m
along the
alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 0m
(within LoD)

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way. Therefore
sensitivity is high.
The viewpoint is located on
a public footpath on the
northern slopes of ridge line
which runs east of Foel
Gasyth. The value of this
view is considered medium
(local value/footpaths).
Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
north from the footpath east of Foel Gasyth,
on the northern slopes of the ridge, near
Tan y Garth. The view is expansive and
includes clear views across the local
landscape and towards more distant upland
ridges. The view is representative of both
stationary views (e.g., from edge of
settlement or scattered residential
receptors) and sequential views (footpaths).
Medium scale undulating pastureland (part
of the Derwen/Denbigh Hills) bound by
mature hedges and hedgerow trees forms
the foreground in this view, with a large
block of mixed woodland to the left of the
view. The edge of the small settlement at
Peniel is just visible to the left some 650m
away, whilst the small cluster of properties
at College Farm is screened by vegetation

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(medium) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be moderate
and therefore
significant.
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Viewpoint by):

Appendix 7.3 (D): Assessment of Operational Effects upon Selected Viewpoints

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

but just visible in the centre of the view.
Other scattered residential properties are
visible and screened in places by existing
vegetation. The middle distance is
occupied by the Llannefydd Lowlands to the
left of the view, which slope upwards
towards the upland areas around Moel
Fodiar and Mynydd Y Gaer (Central Ridges
and Valleys VSAA and the Elwy and Aled
Valleys Moorland hills VSAA) which form
the horizon to the left some 7.5km away.
The Limestone Plateau VSAA runs from the
centre of the view near Henllan to Denbigh
in the right of the view forming the horizon.
Denbigh and Denbigh castle are visible in
this view some 3.5km away. The
background the Vale of Clwyd, with the
Clwydian Range forming the horizon to the
right of the view some 10km from the
viewpoint. The B4501 is visible as a
continuous linear feature bound by
hedgerows and some hedgerow trees as it
runs across the foreground (some 650m at
its closest point) to the viewpoint. The
existing wirescape of telegraph poles and
11kV Overhead Lines is just visible along
hedgerow boundaries and crossing fields in
the foreground. A single turbine at
Gwaenynog Bach is visible some 3.4km
away in the centre of the view, and at
Pentre du Isaf over 7km away.
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Significance of
Visual Effect

Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
enter the view from the left and will run left
to right across the centre of the view, firstly
above and then below eye level, before
turning to the left as it crosses the B4501
and passes over the localised ridge in the
foreground. The poles will generally be
visible in their entirety with occasional
screening afforded by intervening
vegetation from mature trees which are in
scale with the wooden poles. Some 12
poles will be visible but backclothed, with
the poles above the B4501 utilising a
localised dip in the landscape to assist in
screening. The Proposed 132kV Overhead
Line would become visible again as it runs
through pastureland which is visible to the
left of the view some 2-3.3km away,
through large arable and grazing fields
bound by hedgerows on the approach to
the A543 which is present in this view but
not visible due to intervening topography
and vegetation. The Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line would be present in the view
again as it traverses Eriviat Park, Hafod
Wood and the landscape near Berain but
will be imperceptible due to backclothing,
the presence of mature trees of a similar
scale to the wooden poles and intervening
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distance (up to 8km). This view includes
approximately 9km of the entire Proposed
Development, much of which is
imperceptible due to intervening distance.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
This 9km section of the Proposed 132kV
Overhead Line will be present in much of
this view. The pole nearest to the viewpoint
(less than 10m away) is likely to be seen in
its entirety and at full scale. This location
(immediately adjacent to the Proposed
132kV Overhead Line and the footpath) is
representative of a verylocalised view, likely
to be experienced over a short period of
time, and as part of a sequence of views.
The 1km section in the foreground will be
clearly perceptible but contained within the
localised topography around College Farm,
and reducing in scale with increased
distance from the viewpoint. Wood poles
will be in scale with the surrounding
landscape features (mature trees) and will
recede in the wider pastureland. More
distant sections are likely to be largely
imperceptible due to intervening distance
(up to 8km away), the presence of mature
trees of similar scale throughout the
landscape, backclothing and intervening
screening. The Proposed Development
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would follow the pattern of the landscape.
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line would
add to the effect of a small number of
existing scattered 11kV Overhead Lines,
but due to intervening distance and
backgrounding, these combined effects are
considered not significant. As such, the
overall magnitude of the visual effect, will
be reduced from what may be otherwise
large, to medium.
51

From
Local
B5428, the
communities:
edge of
settlement  Edge of
settlement at Groes
Groes
village, in
the
direction of
the
Recreational/
alignment.
Cultural
approx.
receptor:
193m AOD.
 Public
footpath
 Listed
Buildings

Approx. 856m to
nearest pole
which cannot be
seen from this
location, and
858m to nearest
pole in the
direction of this
viewpoint, west
of alignment.
Distance to
nearest edge of
Limits of
Deviation: 835m

The susceptibility of
residential receptors to
change is considered high,
as is the susceptibility of
the users of Public Rights
of Way and visitors to
designated landscapes.
Users of local lanes are
considered to have medium
sensitivity. The highest
sensitivity is assigned
overall, therefore sensitivity
is high.
The viewpoint is located on
a rural road on the north
eastern edge of the
settlement at Groes village.
The value of this view is
considered medium.

Current View
View is a 90 degree panorama looking
north from the B5428 north of Groes on the
edge of settlement and includes local
settled farming landscape (Llannefydd
Lowlands) with some more distant views
over upland areas of the Central Ridges
and Valleys VSAA. The view is
representative of both stationary views
(e.g., from edge of settlement or scattered
residential receptors) and sequential views
(roads, footpaths). The foreground
contains rolling medium scale pastureland
bound by mature hedgerow and hedgerow
trees with occasional mature woodland
blocks. The edge of Groes settlement is
visible to the left of the foreground view,
and the B5428 is visible to the right of the
view as it heads in the direction of Henllan
in the northeast. The rising landform of the

When the
magnitude of
visual effect
(negligible) is
correlated against
the overall
sensitivity of the
viewpoint (high),
the effect on
visual amenity
arising from the
proposed
Overhead Line
will be negligible
and therefore not
significant.
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Users
roads :

of

 Local Lanes

Distance to
Nearest Visible
Indicative Wood
Pole, to centreline
of Limits of
Deviation, and
Nearest Edge1 of
LoD, East or West
of Alignment

Description of Susceptibility of
Visual Receptors to Change,
Value of View and Overall
Sensitivity of the Viewpoint

Overall, the sensitivity of
the viewpoint to the
Overhead Line is
considered high.

Description of Current View, Predicted View and
Overall Magnitude of Visual Effect

Significance of
Visual Effect

Llannefydd Lowlands is visible in the middle
distance, and forms the horizon as it rises
to the upland slopes of Moel Fodiar and
Mynydd y Gaer. Scattered large
farmsteads such as Waen Fawr and Waen
Bach are visible and occasionally screened
by mature vegetation. The existing
wirescape of telegraph poles and 11kV
Overhead Lines is visible along hedgerow
boundaries and crossing fields in the
foreground, but is often obscured by mature
trees and small woodland strips.
Predicted View
The Proposed 132kV Overhead Line will
not be visible from this viewpoint due to
intervening topography.
Magnitude of Visual Effect (Scale of
Change and Geographic Extent)
The overall magnitude of the visual effect
will be negligible.
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